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1. (a/ Derive an equatioo correlating the
wavelength of particle in motion to its
momentum. Give signification of this
relationship. 2+\

(bi What do you understand . by wave
function \r? What is its significance? 2

(c) The kinetic enerry of an eiectron has
been found to be 5'76x10-8 erg.
Calculate t}le wavelength associated with
the electron.
(Mass of electron = 9'1t10-28 gram,

h=6'626*70-27 erg-s) 2
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2. (a) What is the difference between matter
waves and iight waves? 2

(b) How does uncertaint;r principle
introduced conbept of probability? 2

(ci Using the Slater's rule, calculate effective
nuclear charge of 4s electron in the
atqm Zn. 3

3. lra.i Explain tl1e term'ionization energr'. How
is it measured? 2

(b) Bala:rce the following redox reaction by
ion-electron method in acidic medium : 3

M]no o +C2ol- --) Mn2+ +Co2

(c/ Distinguish between oxidation number
and valency. 2

OR

4. (a) Defrne the equivalent weight of an
oxidant (oxidizing agent). Calculate
equivalent weight of KMnOa in acidic
medium. 2

(bi Explain why second ionization enerry of
sodium is very high as compared to its
first ionization energl. 2
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Calcuiate the oxidation numbers of t]' e
underlined elements in the following
compounds:

KIvInO+, H2SO4, Fe3O4, Na2Q!2Oz,

KCIO3, K2SO4

Predict the geometry of the following
molecules on the basis of VSEPR theory :

(i) H2o

(ii) BP3

(*) HzO*

Explain why H2S is a gas and HrO is
Iiquid.

Explain, although both BH3 and NH3 are
tetra-atomic, the dipole moment of BH3
is zero but NH3 is having 1'49D.

OR

What do you understand by polar and
non-polar molecules? Give examples.

Write short notes on the following :

(i,f Intermolecular hydrogen bonding

(iy' Intramolecular hydrogen bonding

State the factors affecting the magnitude
of the (y' poiar2ing power of a cation and
/al polarizabiiity of an anion.

( Turn Ouer )
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(b)
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What is meant by the term ligand? Give
examples of each of the following
ligands :

(y' Bidentate

fr, Unidentate
(2y' Hexadentate
(iu.) Tridentate

Give one suitable exarnple along with its
IUPAC name for-
/y' cationic comPlex;

(fi/ anionic complex;

(dl,f neutral complex.

OR

Write the IUPAC narnes of the following
complex compounds :

(, K4[Ni(cN)4]
(iy' [co(NH3)3flo2)3]
(uy' [Co(en)2F2]Cl

Iilustrate with an example each of the
following :

(r,f Linkage isomerism
(iil Ionization isomerism

Write down the structure of the two
ionization isomers of pentaamminebromo

(b)

(c)

cobalt(ilI) sulPhate.
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9. (a/ Explain the terms 'mass defect' and
'binding enerry'. 3

fbJ What is meant by packing fraction? How
does it predict tJre stability ofa nucleus? 2

(c/ How mErny d and p particles are emitted
in passing d.own from 'z!'zorr, to 2!!euz 

2

OR

10. (a/ Defrne the terms tratf-iife period' and
'average-life period' of a radioactive
substance.

fbl Find out a relationship between half-tfe
period and average-life Period of
radioactive substance.

(c/ Predict the bombarding projectile in each
of t.I:e following cases :

(t) 2$ai + _-+ 'z]leo + 61n

(a) ?n *_ .+ |u+ 
1on

l*l ?!N* -+ !!si+ o1n

***
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SECTIoN-A

(Marks:5\

Put a Tick (/) mark against the correct answer in the
brackets provided : 1x5=5

1. Which of the foliowing sets of quantum numbers is
possible?

(a) n=4, l=2,m=-2, s=-2 ( )

(b) n=4,1=4,m=O,s=+j ( )

(c) n.--4,1=3,m=-3,"=-* ( )

(d) n=4, l=O, m=0,s=0 ( )
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2. The neutron to proton rano @l p ratio) value for light
stable nuclides up to 18C" i"

(a) equal to I ( )

(b) nlp,I ( )

(c) nlp.L ( )

(d) nlp = 0'001 ( )

3. Which of the following has the largest ionic radius?

(a) Ai+4 ( )

(b) At+ ( )

(c) A1+2 ( )

(d) at*3 ( )

4. The formula of the complex fns-ethylenediamine-
cobalt(lll) sulphate is

(a) [Co (en)3 ]SOa ( )

(b) [Co (en)3Soa ] ( )

(c) [Co (en)3 ]2Soa ( )

/d/ [Co (en)3 ]2 (Soa )3 ( )
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5. Which of the following molecules has negligible
tendency to form hydrogen bonds?

(a) HF ( )

(b) Hzo ( )

(c) HCI ( )

ldi NHs ( )
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SECTIoN-B

( Marks : 15 )

Answer the foliowing questions : 3x5=15

1. ,i cricket ball is weighing 148.5 g. Find out the
uncertaint5r in the velocit5r of the cricket ba,ll,
provided the uncertainty in its position is 5 pm.
[Hint: 1 pm = 1x1O-12 m]
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2. The ionization eners/ of Na + is moie than Ne
although both have the same electronic
con{iguration. Explain.
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3. What are nuclear Iissions? Discuss the release of
eners/ in these reactions.
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4. Define labile and inert complexes. Give examples.
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5. Define the following terms giving suitable examples :

/a/ Complex compound

/b/ Chelate effect

(c) Coordination number

***
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